
 

AI (Artificial Ignorance) mistakes to avoid

While Artificial Intelligence or AI continues to make tech headlines for innovative new products and their impact in the
workplace, as with most emerging fields, AI has also encountered several noteworthy growing pains. The recent Gartner
Symposium uncovered a number of the top AI blunders of recent times, and what CIOs can learn from these failures.

Woodward presenting at Gartner Symposium 2019.

Gartner's senior director analyst Alys Woodward began with the ‘chihuahua or muffin’ meme.

She admitted that it’s usually easy enough for humans to tell the difference, but when a data scientist tested it with free-to-
access image recognition apps, her resulting article showed interesting results.

Woodward said the very idea that a computer can recognise the difference between the two shows that we need
different algorithms for different purposes, and the benefit of looking at further AI fails shows the boundaries of the
current learning curve, as use at scale is still very new.

She first spoke of these examples at a workshop held in March but admits that they’re already starting to looking old
fashioned to her – time moves fast.

Facial recognition gone wrong

Next, she shared the example of Dong Mingzhu’s face being identified as that of a jaywalker through video analytics. The
image was shared on a public display screen, which brings in the concept of privacy and use of personal data, but the
bigger issue is that her face was printed on the side of a moving bus at the time.
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So yes, Mingzhu’s face was technically ‘in the middle of the road’, but the president of China's biggest air conditioning
maker wasn’t physically there.

The technology had to be corrected, as a result.

Virtual voice assistance void

Woodward also spoke of the rise in voice search but mentioned AI can still go awry in this regard, especially in the case of
smart devices taking input from voices on the TV or even children.

— Saunder Schroeder (@SaunderSchroed) January 7, 2017

The robots are coming… but they’re not quite ready for us

A common 4IR fear is that robots will take our jobs. While this may be true of those roles that are more easily automated,
there’s much to be said for what humans bring to the world of work.

Woodward said that a batch of robots had already been hired and swiftly fired as assistants at Japan’s Henn na Hotel, as
they were both annoying and incompetent.

And of course, one of the main differences in human and artificial decision-making is that we factor in aspects of the
context that may have been left out of the AI programming.
Diversity and bias play a role in AI
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For example, Woodward said that a robotic passport checker rejected an Asian man’s photo as it thought his eyes were
closed.

This implies that there was a lack of diverse data fed into to program in order to be applicable to a diverse population.

There was similar diversity bias in Amazon’s AI recruitment tool, which processed the CVs or resumes of the people the
company had already hired and was asked to ‘find similar’.

Unfortunately, the program was found to not be accepting female applicants’ resumes – bias had mistakenly entered the
process, hopefully by mistake, so while a good idea in concept, many lost trust in the process and the program was
scrapped.

There have also been cases of facial personality analytics startups claiming to predict personality attributes and even IQ,
and another AI program detecting sexual orientation – both just from photos of faces.

These examples are both quite extreme on the intrusiveness scale and not even accurate, says Woodward.

The role of ethics in AI

To learn from these mistakes in developing the AI future, Woodward set to set AI ethics principles and document the
algorithms – this is part of transparency as well as protecting your organisation.
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You’ll need to keep customer data secure and safe and respect their privacy, so the stakes are really high. With analytics,
if only collect the data you know what to do with, potentially miss out.

Woodward also said to avoid groupthink and ensure there’s diversity in your existing team so that you don’t potentially miss
something offensive down the line.

Ensure your business is lawful and respectful from the start – this translates to making sure your opt-out process is as
simple as possible.

In conclusion, Woodward said that principles lead but rules follow in AI. We need to focus on augmenting humans rather
than replacing them and raise awareness of deficiencies and biases in the system.

Watch the #GartnerSYM hashtag for further coverage of the Gartner Symposium.
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